Abstract: As stated in Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Roadmap 2005 – 2030 “an important near future goal is to allow more Unmanned Vehicles (UV) than humans in the operations. Therefore, advanced supervisory control architectures must be built to organize in a hierarchical way humans and autonomous controllers.”

This talk demonstrates research on UV autonomy in three different perspectives: classification, resource allocation, and dynamic mission management. Starting with classification decisions, two scenarios are presented. First one: a set of autonomous sensors with incomplete information deployed autonomously in a contested area to classify moving object. Second scenario: an autonomous classifier that plans its path to optimize classification decision. After classification decisions, mission planning-in terms of resource allocation and trajectory planning- should be made optimally. In this talk broad class of mission planning problems, which include both combinatorial and stochastic complexity given in terms of complex logical and temporal constraints, is described. Missions are planned to satisfy specifications and minimize desired cost function. In the presence of dynamically active and intelligent opponents, friendly teams should be able to adapt intelligently to changes during operations. Lastly, dynamic configuration strategy for teams of UV is posed.
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